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SESSION 4: REPOSITORY DESIGN PROCESS
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4.1 DESIGN PROCESS FOR A REPOSITORY - KBS-3 CASE C r> ' ^ L u

Christer Svemar, Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Company

1 INTRODUCTION

Through the ages design has been looked upon more as an
art than a science, more as an intuitive process than a
systematic procedure. Recently, however, the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, ASME, established a
division of Design Engineering. One outcome of this will
undoubtedly be to promote the scientific approach to the
process of design, although probably mainly with respect
to mechanical and surface structures.

Regarding underground construction, the conception of
design as an art is likely to persist. In this case,
experience is the most important source of knowledge,
and design today is ultimately based on empirical data
rather than on data from numerical or analytical models.
During the last ten years, however, a systematic
approach has been implemented in Swedish underground
construction aiming at making careful predictions before
the excavation starts in such a way that limited
decisions are left to design-as-you-go. In case of a
deep repository for nuclear waste rock characterization
data, which may affect the design of the disposal area,
are acquired stepwise in the course of the construction
of the repository. A consequent step-by-step approach to
design, which outlines how each detail of the design is
finalized, therefore would be appropriate.

Such an approach to the design process (or planning
process as I prefer to call it) is being studied in
Sweden with respect to a repository situated at great
depth below the ground surface in crystalline rock. The
approach incorporates an overall STRATEGY for how to
carry out the planning (designing), and a hierarchical
structure of ACTIVITIES describing the work to be done.
Each ACTIVITY is done following a METHODOLOGY that
outlines in what steps and by which means the work can
be conducted, including the relevant THEORIES for
quantitative estimates.

This paper presents the basic elements of this approach
as they have been discussed so far.

2 SWEDISH DEEP REPOSITORY CONCEPT

Figure 1 presents an artist's view of the high-level
waste repository on a "green field". It consists of se-
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veral sections, which can be studied individually in the
planning process.

DISPOSAL AREA FOR
OTHER NUCLEAR WASTE

FUEL

SPENT FUEL
DISPOSAL
AREA 2

Figure 1. Swedish repository concept with a spiral ramp
as the main access

1 Access between surface and repository level

Three alternatives are being considered: a) A
spiral ramp for heavy transports and shafts for
personnel transport and ventilation, b) Vertical
shafts for the heavy transports as well, and c)
Long straight ramps, one for transports and one for
ventilation and emergency evacuation.

Alternative c) entails that the surface plant can
not be located directly above the underground
sections„
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2 Central service area under ground

The area is located where ramps and shafts reach
the repository level. The functions in the area
will differ somewhat depending on which access
alternative is chosen.

3 Spent fuel disposal area 1

The disposal process is planned to start on a small
scale with some 10% of the total amount of spent
fuel. After disposal and evaluation of the results,
which will focus on the quality by which the
disposal operation is executed, the repository may
be expanded to full-scale capacity.

4 Spent fuel disposal area 2

The full-scale disposal operation is assumed to
take place in a separate section of the repository.
Depending on the location of any existing discon-
tinuity this disposal area may be separated into
two or more different rock blocks.

5 Disposal area for other nuclear waste

Other long-lived waste than spent fuel is planned
to be disposed of in the repository as well, but in
a separate section at a distance from spent fuel
disposal areas 1 and 2 due to the large amount of
concrete that is used in the conditioning process.
Operational waste from CLAB (central interim
storage for spent fuel) and the encapsulation plant
are also planned to be disposed of in this area as
a consequence of the closure of the SFR facility
(repository for low-and intermediate-level waste)
after decommissioning of the nuclear power plants.

3 PLANNING STRATEGY

3.1 STEP-BY-STEP APPROACH

As I mentioned in my presentation at sâstaholm (Svemar,
1993), the conventional strategy in underground design
is to carry out the planning in an iterative process in
several steps, using more and more detailed information
about e.g. rock conditions in each step. The details of
such a step-by-step approach has now been outlined for
the KBS-3 case.

The Swedish State Power Board has experienced that a
subdivision of the design process for complex surface
power plants into several steps is suitable in a way
that I also consider to be suitable for underground
design. The main objective behind the Swedish State
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Power Board's approach is for all the work to be carried
out to about the same level of detail at the same time,
so that decisions can be based on information from all
important aspects of a project. In the case of a nuclear
waste repository, the advantage of developing, for
example, layout and design in parallel with the work on
other aspects is that cross-checks can be made, for
example, that the proposed underground excavation method
meets the requirements on repository performance after
disposal. The performance and safety assessments in
particular require phases of review of the planning
result to ensure that the proposed solutions are in good
agreement with the required long term repository func-
tions.

A nuclear waste repository will also be the object of
detailed reviews by the authorities under the relevant
laws applying to the different sections of the reposi-
tory. In Sweden these reviews are foreseen to be made in
conjunction with applications for permits to start
construction or repository operation. Therefore,
planning results are required for different sections of
the repository, above ground as well as under ground, at
different times and with different levels of details.
The planning process has to meet these needs as well.
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Figure 2. Repository planning characteristics
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The strategic approach taken to planning, which is based
on the experience of the Swedish State Power Board, is
to divide the work into five stages, denoted by the
letters E to A. Figure 2 shows the logistics behind this
five-stage approach.

Stage E

The first stage is initiated following the formal
decision to start the planning process. The most
important part of Planning Stage E is to make a
programme that presents the purpose with the repository
and the consequent functions and requirements, as a
basis for the planning and construction work. The Stage
E also includes, on a "feasibility study level", how the
facilities can be designed in order to meet the speci-
fied functions and requirements, equipment to be used in
the repository operation etc. The importance to early
define the purpose of the object and the problem to
solve has also been recognized by among others Nadler
(1986) in discussing the SMD approach (Systems Methodol-
ogy and Design) to engineering.

SKB has already conducted the Stage E study, but based
it on generic data only (although with the experience
from the studied sites in mind) and assumed a location
on "green field". The future work is foreseen to proceed
when site specific data are available and with levels of
details as being indicated in Figure 3.

Stage D

The stage is based on the programme compiled in Stage E
and aims, in the SKB case, at an adaptation of the Stage
E results to the specific sites of interest, and at a
more detailed investigation of the solutions presented i
Stage E. Important issues regarding the underground
parts are the location of the accesses and the location
of the different underground sections. The long-term
safety aspects are as well important to consider in the
design and layout studies of this stage.

SKB is actually planning to separate the work into two
sub-stages in order to furnish other ongoing studies on
e.g. long-term performance and occupational safety
issues with preliminary information at an early stage.
The complete Stage D for the disposal areas (spent fuel
and other nuclear waste), however, is expected to be
adequate as a basis for an application on the excavation
of the accesses and the tunnels up to each under ground
area for exploration from underground positions.
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Stage C

This is considered to be the detailed and finally
coordinated version of the Stage D result, which forms
the basis for detailed engineering of supply systems
under ground. Essential equipment is defined. Sizes and
layouts of underground openings are proposed. Reasons
for any changes due to forthcoming information on the
rock and rock structures are determined.

Degree of Detail

r-i Feasibility study
J I Proposal for technical
\ / solutions

Preliminary planning
More detailed study of
chosen technical solution

Architectual design
Detailed performance descriptions. Sizes
and layouts of underground openings

Detailed planning
Layouts based on more detailed rock characterization.
Rock support. Plugging design

Excavation/erection planning
Final plan for excavation and
underground buildings

Figure 3. Planning strategy model with increasing
degrees of detail. Each stage is documented in
the form of a programme containing drawings
and descriptions.

stage B

The work is based on supplementary information from new
core drilling as well as ongoing rock investigations.
The rock structure is characterized in satisfactory
detail for deciding on rock support and respect dis-
tances between disposal holes and existing rock
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inhomogeneities. Final suggestions for plugging and
sealing designs are made.

Stage A

This stage produces the final plan for the excavations
with respect to position and direction. Final diamond
coring has been done and rock characteristics have been
well established. All installations are presented in the
final plan.

Stage A is the basis for the preparation of preliminary
excavation, erection and installation documents. These
preliminary documents are then supplemented with all the
necessary data that have not been presented in earlier
stages to obtain final construction documents.

3.2 LOGISTICS OF PLANNING STAGES

Development and construction of the different repository
areas will take place at different times. This means
that the planning of different areas should also be
separated in time, as decisions on final design etc.
should be taken as close in time to the construction
phase as possible. The practical outcome of this
ambition is that different sections of the repository (1
to 5 above) may be in different planning stages (E to A
above) at a given time.

More detailed rock data and rock volume characteristics
are obtained for each section of the repository as the
development work continues and coring and borehole
measurements can be performed closer to the actual rock
volume. This is one part of the information that is
required for the more accurate planning of an area.
Another part of the information is available from the
very beginning and concerns for instance the equipment
that determine the space requirements or the require-
ments on the working environment that determine the
ventilation volume. The situation is somewhat different
for the different sections (1 to 5 above) of the
repository. Consequently special methodologies are
required for different repository sections.

The information of most concern for the planning
methodology for each repository section is the detailed
rock data. The steps in the acquisition of this informa-
tion are exemplified here by the steps for the disposal
areas.

Data from surface site investigation stage

The information expected from surface investigations is
identification of the major discontinuities which
separate different rock blocks from each other, and to
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which a substantial respect distance is required. The
surface data are probably poor regarding the
characteristics of the block itself, for instance rock
stresses, fracture intensities and fracture geometries.

The information acquired is basically used for designa-
ting a sufficient number of rock blocks for each waste
area (disposal area 1 and 2, and area for other nuclear
waste). The layout for the location of the nuclear waste
packages within each block will probably have to be
based on the generic geometry that was assumed in Stage
E. The number of canister positions should be large
enough for a high frequency of rejections of positions.

Surface investigations provide data for the Stage D
planning of the disposal areas.

Data from underground detailed investigation stage

The supplementary information gained in this investiga-
tion stage is expected to be more detailed on the rock
properties inside the blocks. It is assumed that infor-
mation will be furnished for proposing directions,
lengths and distances between the disposal tunnels, and
for estimating a spacing of disposal holes.

Rock data are also expected to be obtained for classifi-
cation of existing fractures inside the blocks and of
the homogeneous rock in between in the constructability
analysis

Data are expected to be generated for the Stage C
planning of the disposal areas.

Data from coring along the direction of the disposal
tunnel

The most detailed information on the rock mass along the
direction of the disposal tunnels and between the
disposal tunnels will be gained from cores and in
boreholes. Vertical or subvertical fractures to be
avoided by disposal holes should be identified resulting
in a more accurate estimate of the number of disposal
holes that could be placed in a specific rock mass.

More accurate data for constructability include for
instance, analysis of the amount of rock support,
grouting and shotcreting that will be required.

The data from coring provide the basis for a Stage B
plan of the disposal holes and a Stage A plan for each
disposal tunnel covered by the coring.
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Data from coring in the centre of the disposal hole

The data provide information on horizontal fractures and
their nature together with information on the rock
characteristics at each specific location and in the
adjacent surroundings. The data will be used to decide
whether or not a disposal hole is to be bored at the
location.

The data are used in the Stage A plan for the disposal
hole.

4 PLANNING ACTIVITIES

4.1 GENERAL

The actual planning has to develop activities that can
be defined with respect to content, volume, time and
costs. The results of each activity may in a later stage
be added together in order to form more complex acti-
vities. Each activity, however, has some impact on the
execution of other activities and/or is dependent of the
outcome of others. A pragmatic way of dealing with such
interactions is to separate the different activities in
a hierarchic structure in such a way that on each level
in the hierarchy each activity is formed by the outcome
of activities on lower levels and only in exceptions by
activities on higher levels. This is also in agreement
with Nadler (1986), who points out that the hierarchical
nature of design is important to realize in order to
understand the complex relationship between different
subsystems.

This strategy is examined for the Swedish deep reposi-
tory. Setting up the hierarchic structure is of course a
rather complex task and the work has just started. The
general objective in this work is to subdivide the dif-
ferent activities into less extensive activities where,
on the bottom hierarchic level the scope of work to
start with is defined. These starting points may be e.g.
sizes, dimensions, excavation methods. Input as well as
output must be documented. Equally important is estab-
lishing the techniques and procedures to be used, which
in the design of underground openings are proposed to be
grouped under the concepts of theory and methodology.

4.2 REPOSITORY PLANNING ACTIVITIES

Similar activities are named differently in different
contexts as there is no broadly accepted nomenclature.

For me with my background in mine planning, the natural
overall heading is Planning, which, when it comes to
mines, includes layout, stope geometries, mining
methods, machines and equipment, supply systems etc. If
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this view is applied to the repository design and
construction the main heading - Repository Planning -
is subdivided as shown in Table 1. Each of these sub-
headings can in turn be subdivided into one or more
levels of activities, forming the hierarchic structure
of a repository planning process.

Two major premises for carrying out these activities are
that the general features of the disposal process are
known, such as the disposal method, the size and weight
of the canister and the geometry and properties of the
bentonite buffer, and that basic site-specific geologi-
cal data are available. Another premise is that the
performance of the repository after closure and its
dependence on planning is known well enough to guide the
work.

Table l. Activities include in Repository Planning

ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES

Machines and equipment
Construction methods
Design
Layout
Constructability
systems

ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES

Time schedules
Costrj
Documentation
QA procedures

I am in this paper focusing on Design and Layout, both
which I prefer to use, although they are two words with
the same meaning. (Design comes from the Latin word
Designare, which, translated freely, means to map out.)
However, I use the word Design to mean the geometry of
accesses, openings, drifts and disposal holes, and
Layout to mean the locating and location of these
features.

Question such as rock support and grouting are not
included in these two activities, but rather in
Constructability.
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4.3 THEORY AND METHODOLOGY

The concept of theory in the planning of underground
constructions is defined in (Bieniawski, 1992) as syste-
matic statements of principles and experimentally ve-
rified relationships and the concept of methodology as
procedures, tools and techniques that are used in order
to apply theory.

For each of the different repository areas, see Figure
1, and for each of the different planning stages, pre-
sented in section 3.1, the applicable set of theories
and the methodology will be more or less different. In
some cases repository planning is no different from the
planning of other underground constructions, for example
in the use of rock mechanics modelling, while in other
areas the repository is unique, such as the fact that
restrictions are imposed on the use of construction
materials that must remain in place after closure.

4.3.1 Theory

Extensive research is being pursued in different fields,
such as bedrock properties and the effects of excavation
and underground construction on the rock mass. The
conventional rock research concerns the stability of the
rock, with the objective of providing a basis for a safe
working environment and stable production conditions. In
the case of nuclear waste repositories other scientific
aspects of importance are also studied, such as hydrol-
ogy» geochemistry and radionuclide transport.

Each section of the repository is sensitive to different
bedrock properties. While, for instance, the layout in a
whole rock block is dependent on assessment of the
structural stability of adjacent discontinuities or
lineaments, the layout of each disposal tunnel is
dependent on the possible displacement along minor
discontinuities or fractures inside the rock block.

A body of experience exists from analytical as well as
empirical methods of analysing rock-related problems.
The theories of specific concern for the planning of the
nuclear waste repository are focused on repository
performance after closure. One guiding principle in the
planning process is to identify these requirements at an
early stage of the work.

4.3.2 Methodology

The methodology aims at describing a systematic sequence
of actions and decisions aimed at achieving a layout,
design etc. that provides the desired performance.
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Even today underground construction is based to a large
extent on general design rules in the planning stages
and experience-based judgements in the final situation
during construction, one example being rock support. The
general rules and the experience-based judgement are,
however, aimed at providing layouts and designs which
ensure safe working conditions. The long-term perfor-
mance, after operation has ceased, is of no interest. It
is therefore necessary to give special attention to the
question of long-term performance in the repository
planning programme.

Conventional methodologies in underground construction
work with classification of rock masses (Q, RMR) and
discontinuities (width, open fractures, filling, water
flow). These can be elaborated with more sophisticated
models and calculations for rock quality classification.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

A repository has already been built in granitic rock in
Sweden but at a rather shallow depth. Ir: the case of a
high-level waste repository at about 500 m depth or
deeper, two new factors come into consideration:

greater depth
longer time frames to consider

It is known from e.g. the mining industry that greater
depth entail greater difficulties in acquiring the
necessary information on bedrock properties by
investigations from the ground surface only. The work at
the Aspo Hard Rock Laboratory has revealed the nature of
these difficulties and how they can be overcome, but the
basic problem still remains, that the construction of
the repository has to start with incomplete information
on sections that are planned for construction at later
stages. This is perhaps most problematic when it comes
to the excavation of the accesses to the repository
level, as these are the first to be constructed.

The longer time frames require a good understanding of
the scientific phenomena that may occur thousand of
years in the future. This understanding requires e.g. a
much deeper analysis of rock mechanical factors than is
normally done, as well as new factors such as geo-
chemistry and hydrology at low temperatures and moderate
pressures over long periods of times.

Planning experience does not exist with respect to this
last subject, and the conventional decisions made today
in the course of construction (design-as-you-go) may not
be fully satisfactory in a repository. Consequently, the
planning process stands to gain by being outlined more
systematically than is normal today in mines, hydropower
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stations etc. It is believed that this can be accomp-
lished by defining a planning STRATEGY which is carried
out by persuing an action plan in an ACTIVITY hierarchy.
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Brodsky, USDOE

I think basically that you and I are in agreement on how to proceed in an efficient manner.
One of the things that we had to deal with because of delays in the Yucca Mountain Project
through the early 90s, was change to our technical baseline. This was not necessary all bad, in
most cases the effect of the changes was very positive. The effect of the changes was to add
additional work scope and alter our program in ways that caused our baseline to balloon out to
a significant degree. It's all requisite work. One of the things that we have noted is that our
site data requirements, as currently envisioned, need to be reexamined to determine the extent
of some of our site data is significant. My question to you is How much specific site data is
enough based on your stair step or climbing strategy? How much site data do you need in
order to have what we call in America the warm and fuzzies that you are going down the right
road?

Christer Svemar, SKB

We have even a bigger problem in Sweden than you have suggested. We have now been
looking into a repository concept. Once we have developed that concept, we are going to look
for a site where we want to place this conceptual repository. It means that because we have
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several sites, we might end up with different site-specific results and different repository
layouts for each site. While you in the United States have selected one site, and you are going
to do the best out of that site, which means that you have only one line in a design strategy
like this one. If we end up with one site in Sweden, we will have only one repositoiy
concept.

We are also trying to define what we can get in the different steps of the design process. We
will get some data from the surface, and that is very much according to what Mr. Riekkola
presented. We may be considering or focussing on the blocks, which means that the major
fracture zones must be studied in order to define the different blocks available to locate the
repositories. We also have some information of the depth of the repository. Then we have to
judge how large a site or how many blocks do we need to study, so that we will have enough
room for the waste when we excavate the repository. The main decision from these steps
would be to locate the access tunnels to come down to the 500 or 700 m depth. From the
repository depth we can minimize the disturbance to the blocks from the underground
investigations. There are two main advantages of that: one is that you can be quite close to
the actual position of the canisters, and the other is that from underground you don't disturb
the rock volume that will control the contaminant transport between the repository and the
surface environment.

From this type of characterization you will get much more detailed information on the minor
fracture zones and on the rock behaviour as such. What is enough information? I don't know.
We are expecting that the rock is a homogeneous rock so the data gathered will have narrow
ranges. Do we consider the average values for properties in a particular rock block? In the
future if the aciual field data during construction is out of the expected range we will have a
choice, either we have a good engineering design for the repository that will give us the same
long-term performance for that block, or we will have to react and say that the design is not
suitable for the actual data ranges. In this case, we will have to leave the design and go to
another form of the repository design that suits the site. I think myself that we probably will
have to do that, we will have to react positively if the data are out of the range we considered
in the initial design process.

Mitch Brodsky, USDOE

Prior to 1987, the U.S. DOE was evaluating 3 sites within the United States and they
eventually determined based on technical and cost and schedule considerations to concentrate
their efforts on Yucca Mountain. Is there an overall plan in Sweden to analyze the various
available sites and decide in a timely manner as to which site you are going to concentrate on?

Christer Svemar, SKB

Yes there is. There is a siting program which also has started now, so of course the siting
process really does the talking. But it means that we are looking into different parts of
Sweden, and what has been done to date is that each community has got a letter and they have
been told what we are going to do, that we are starting a siting process and on a voluntary
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basis they are asked if they have any interest in being part of the pre-study. That means to see
if there are any possibilities for siting a repository in that particular community. We think that
we are going to get answers from between 5 and 10 communities in Sweden. We believe that
those 5 or 10 communities should contain rock blocks or rock masses which are sufficient to
perform efficiently in our safety analyses. That means that we are establishing a target level
and will assess the geological sites in Sweden against that level. We are just looking for those
sites that are good enough. In each of the 5 to 10 communities, there may be several suitable
sites or there may be none. Say there are one or two places in volunteer communities we have
to screen to start with. That process has started right now, as we are looking at two
communities. That's not only the geological parts, that's also the transporting and access.

4.2 METHODOLOGY OF CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF PEEP DISPOSAL IN FRANCE
WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF THE 1991 DEf.iMBER 30 LAW

J-M. Hoorelbeke, ANDRA

(Note: Mr. Hoorelbeke did not provide a paper for publication)

DISCUSSION

Mitch Brodsky, USDOE
It seems that your overall strategy is not unlike where the Yucca Mountain Project has been in
the past, and I would like to point out a few things that may benefit your organization. As we
get involved on a project and focus our approach, it involves two things: the first is similar to
a more typical structural organization and the second is to be very much more product
oriented. There are two things that allow us to do that at the present time. First is our
history, we spent a lot of effort and time analysis and scientific research to develop what is
called a database of knowledge that we can draw on, and a lot of this is allowing us to make
the design assumptions that I addressed earlier. That process allows our project to really focus
in and converge towards a single concept. One of the things that concerns me though is that I
believe that you said that you are going to evaluate multiple concepts. 1 would caution your
organization in that evaluating multiple concepts, rather than multiple design features that
would effect waste isolation and safety of the eventual repository, may cause your project to
bubble up like ours. I noticed that on your organizational chart you have got something that is
similar to our nuclear waste technical review board, now I assume that is only one of quite a
few groups that are going to be commenting on your process and helping you meet your
performance along the way. I bring this up for your edification. I also recommend that if you
don't already have an overall plan that really focusses your attention, I think that will really
help as well considering some of the things we have gone through. Finally, one of the things
that we are looking at is defining our entire project as an environmental problem. We found
that the entire country wants to take care of this environmental problem, but nobody wants it
in their back yard and we found it very difficult to get people to volunteer for things such as


